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On February 18, 2011, Long Service
Awards (LSA) returned to Quetta
Region. Gold medallions and
certificates were presented to 68
recipients who have illustriously served

SSGC for 10, 15, 20, 25, 30 and
40 years.

A joint effort of HR, SSGOA and CBA
with relevant support from Regional
Office, the Quetta edition of LSA 2006,
2007 and 2008 was both a well
deserved tribute to the workforce
which serves the Company through
the roughest of terrains and seasons
as well as a chance to pay homage
to Quetta Region's late CM (CRD)
Khalid Mehmood, the brave son of
the soil who was gunned down last
year while performing his duties.
Speaker after speaker remembered
Khalid Mehmood in glowing words,
who today is an inspiration for all of us.
Addressing the recipients, Chief guest
Syed Hassan Nawab, DMD (North)
assured them that the welfare of
Balochistan Region's workforce is
topmost in the management's minds
and dispelled the general impression
that the SSGC management is
ignoring them.

Mr. Nawab said that the Company is
collectively waging an all-out war
against UFG and Balochistan's role
in this war is of paramount importance.

He appreciated the hard work put in
by the employees of Balochistan and
especially CBA in controlling UFG and
hoped that they would continue to
display, even a greater level of
commitment in more challenging
days ahead.
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he said that they work in the most
unfavourable conditions where their
personal security is also at high risk.
Mr. Nawab said that he has always
believed in delegating authority to the
employees with the management role
restricted to necessary support in
terms of provision of resources.

Speaking on the occasion, Dr. Ejaz
Ahmed, GM (HR) while appreciating
SSGOA and CBA for their continuous
struggle for the employees' welfare,
added that the level of support and
cooperation given to them by the
management is admirable and must
be acknowledged. Amidst a huge
round of applause, he said that the
management is fulfilling a long
standing demand of Balochistan's
employees by deputing doctors on
permanent basis in Quetta and fully
equipping Regional Office's medical
centre. He also assured the Region's
officials that promotions would be
speeded up while adding that a
comprehensive policy is being
chalked out to identify the best
employees and accordingly richly
compensating them.

In his speech, Haroon Rashid, DGM
(Quetta Region) urged the LSA
recipients to work extra hard not just
for their personal self-aggrandizement
but to take the Company out of the
current UFG menace.  Mr. Rashid said
that the management is ready to equip

DMD (North) said that every employee
has the right to report gas theft and
take necessary action against the
culprits. However, Mr. Nawab said that
if any employee is facing obstacles
in discharging his duties, he must
immediately contact him through cell
phone or e-mail and swift action will
be taken against gas thieves as well
as those Company employees who
are colluding with them.  DMD (North)
informed the gathering that early in
the day while in a meeting in Regional
Office, Quetta, he had met Mr. Yaqoob,
a Company employee who was being
stopped from catching gas theft cases
and assured him that anyone who is
putting spanner in their works will not
be spared.

Mr. Nawab asked the HR Department
to ensure transparency of HR
management based on the principle
of Adal or justice for all. He said that
injustice meted out to one person has
adverse effects on others since an
out-of-turn promotion, for instance,
creates a sense of deprivation among
others, which in turn has serious
repercussions for the Company.

DMD (North) pointed out that the
reinstated employees have shown
tremendous commitment and
promise, which bodes well for the
Company's future.  Paying tribute to
the Balochistan Region's workforce,
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in the Company. The Regional
Secretary, CBA said that those
Company employees who were
displaced during the recent floods
must be provided with all necessary

facilities including monetary support
so that they can rehabilitate
themselves.

Dilawar Bangash, Deputy General
Secretary, CBA (PLU) thanked GM
(HR) for listening attentively to the
grievances of the Company's
employees and hoped that the
management's support for CBA will
continue. He said that the
management and CBA have both
worked hard to give the Company,
the best possible Charter of Demands
while adding that such pressing issues
such as allocation of employees ' sons'
quota have also been resolved.

In his speech, Aslam Rajput, SVP,

status to his seniors and peers.

Mr. Siddiqui said that every employee
must be ready to wage an all out war
against UFG and added that an
effective UFG control will lead to an
appreciable rise in their remunerations.
The SSGOA's General Secretary said
that the senior management is leading
the Company from the front to uproot
the UFG menace.

Irfan Jafri, Acting President, SSGOA
reiterated that the Company may have
been faced by myriad challenges but
a concerted effort is imperative to
take it out of difficult situations.
He congratulated the recipients of
LSA and hoped that the awards will
encourage them to work even harder
for the accomplishment of the
Company's objectives.

Makhdoom-ur-Rahman, Regional
Secretary, Balochistan Region, CBA
reiterated that both the Union and the
management are collectively waging
a difficult yet accomplishable war
against UFG. He said that merit and
justice must dictate every HR policy
and hoped that former employees'
children will also be accommodated

concerned departments with all the
resources required to control UFG in
Balochistan.

Shamshullah Kakar, ACM (CRD),
Quetta Region urged his colleagues
and subordinates to think in terms of
what they can do to make SSGC a
truly productive company. He said
that since our livelihood depends on
this Company, its very survival too is
in our hands.  Mr. Kakar admired the
tenacity of the engineers, technicians
and workers of the Company and said
that in the wake of several recent gas
pipeline blasts, they carried out the
repair work in the shortest possible time
and restored supply to the customers
in no time.

Shahab Siddiqui, General Secretary,
SSGOA paid rich tributes to the
commitment displayed by Balochistan
executives and employees, all of
whom, he said, work in the most
adverse conditions to ensure
uninterrupted gas supply to the
customers.  He urged the
management to review the PMS policy
to ensure an equitable compensation
package for Balochistan's employees.
Mr. Siddiqui also paid homage to
late Khalid Mehmood whom he
described as a highly efficient
employee who knew his job on his
fingertips and did not need the support
of files to give a rundown of work
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WB apprised on technology-enabled transformation

Editor’s Note
The Flame’s editorial team would like to congratulate the recipients of
the Long Service Awards in SSGC’s franchise areas and hail them for
their prolific association with the company. In these challenging times,
we need leaders among who not just top-level executives but also
ordinary employees and workers who can set targets for themselves,
achieve them and be an example for others to emulate. This will be
the best way to serve the company which has given us so much.

A World Bank (Energy Mission) visited
SSGC for a detailed meeting with its
management especially with regard
to the technology initiatives taken by
the Company in combating UFG.  The
meeting, held on February 15, 2011,
was chaired by Dr. Faizullah Abbasi,
MD, SSGC. Salman Zaheer, Project
Director, Regional Integration Sector
Manager (Energy), South Asia Region
led the World Bank (WB) team during
the talks.

The main feature of the meeting was
a comprehensive presentation given
by Zuhair Siddiqui, SGM (CS) and
Irfan Zafar, CTIO.  Their presentation
dwelled on the across-the-board
technology-enabled cultural
transformation sweeping the
Company.   Their presentation dilated
on the Technology Roadmap and its
various components such as ERP,
CC&B, GIS and Business Process
Management, initiatives that have
acted as catalysts in providing a
change leadership in the Company
while enhancing professional
capabilities and quality of services.
Mr. Siddiqui and Mr. Zafar informed
the visiting delegation that smart
metering is one of the latest initiatives
taken by the IT Department by
incorporating Advanced Metering
Infrastructure (AMI).

The IT veterans also explained how
the Department is utilizing data
warehousing and relevant tools to

help extract intelligent information to
combat UFG. The trends developed
can be effectively used in pipeline
rehabilitation efforts.

World Bank's Salman Zaheer
suggested that  the SSGC
management can incorporate the IT

initiatives in its project appraisal
document that it will share with the
Bank so that a more holistic picture of
the technology-enabled actions taken
by the Company to curb UFG, can
be effectively highlighted.

Earlier, Dr. Faizullah Abbasi reiterated
that the UFG reduction plan will
also incorporate training of those
engineers and labourers who will
play a constructive role during the
rehabilitation exercises.

Besides the MD, Azim Iqbal Siddiqui,
DMD (South), Syed Hassan Nawab,
DMD (North), SGMs, concerned GMs,
DGMs and other executives were also
present during the meeting held at
the Head Office Boardroom.

With the assistance of a US$200 million
loan from the World Bank, SSGC
intends to implement Natural Gas
Efficiency Project for the main purpose
of reducing UFG.

Under this project, SSGC will replace
approximately 5750-km distribution
pipeline (excluding Supply Main)
during the next five years along with
overhead and underground leak
survey and rectification. It is projected
that after the completion of this project
SSGC may save UFG volume of
approximately 21 billion cubic feet per
year. n
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A World Bank (WB) delegation visited
SSGC for a meeting with its senior
management on the financial and
technical aspects of Natural Gas
Efficiency Project which will be
undertaken to rehabilitate the
Company's pipelines over a 5-year
period. The delegation was led by
Rachid Bemessaoud, Country
Director, WB.

The meeting, held on February 24,
2011, was chaired by Dr. Faizullah
Abbasi, MD, SSGC and attended,
among others, by Azim Iqbal Siddiqui,
DMD (South) and Syed Hassan
Nawab, DMD (North). Among the
agenda was a demonstration of the
rehabilitation activity on Geographical
Information System (GIS) map given
by Dr. Syed Ali Naqi, Chief Manager
(GIS)-IT which produces all relevant
information about the proposed
segments for rehabilitation. Earlier,
Zuhair Siddiqui, SGM (CS) shared
with the delegation the components
of Technology Roadmap with special

reference to its utility in combating
UFG in the Company's franchise areas.

During the meeting, the Country
Director, WB was assisted by Kazim
Saeed, Energy Consultant, Ayesha
Ahmed, Operations Analyst, Uzma
Sadaf, Procurement Specialist, Javed
Afzal, Senior Environmental Specialist,
Hanid Mukhtar, Senior Economist
and Waseem Kazmi, Financial
Management Specialist. n
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Top officials of Global Energy Trading
(GET), a Turkish-based multinational
group of companies active in trading,
distribution and infrastructure
development of energy and energy
commodities worldwide met with the
Company's senior management to
discuss the prospects of setting up
LNG infrastructure in Pakistan for the
purpose of importing 500 mmcfd
natural gas through a fully integrated
solution.

The meeting was held on February
19, 2011 at SSGC Head Office.

GET was led by Ahmed Caliskan,
Chairman, Gokhan Bildaci, CEO Gas,
Ozgur Rodoplu, FUB Division,
Business Development and Rolf
Witzel, Head of Engineering.

Leading industrialist Anwar Saifullah
Khan, Co-Chairman, Saif Group of
Companies which is representing GET
in Pakistan and Ali Asghar Khan,
Director, Incom Rockwool (Pvt.) Ltd.
also took part in the discussions.

SSGC was represented by Dr.
Faizullah Abbasi, MD, Azim Iqbal
Siddiqui, DMD (South), Zuhair
Siddiqui, SGM (CS) and Naim
Sharafat, SPM, LNG.

GET officials discussed with the
management the prospects for
becoming a project developer for
Pakistan 'Mashal' LNG Project by
dilating on infrastructure development
in terms of setting up most suitable
berthing alternatives while closely
considering factors such as
environmental impact, risk to
inhabitants, ease of construction and
development costs.

The visiting officials also discussed
the proposed timeline for setting
up the entire infrastructure. They
maintained that the plan is achievable
subject to timely completion of
local pre-requisites including
agreements with SSGC and licensing
arrangements with OGRA.

The SSGC management agreed with
the GET viewpoint that the
implementation of LNG Project will
usher in a new era of sustainability
while providing numerous advantages
including fast track solution to energy
crisis, secured supply of natural gas
and improvement in the Country's
balance of payments. n
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Another gas supply project in Tando Adam village inaugurated
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A meeting of SSGC's Board of
Directors was held on February 25,
2011. Saleem Abbas Jilani, Chairman,
SSGC presided over the Session.

Dr. Faizullah Abbasi, MD and other
directors present on the meeting were
Shahid Aziz Siddiqui, Nessar Ahmed,
Mirza Mehmood Ahmad, Ahmed
Baksh Lehri, Fazal-ur-Rehman Dittu,
Engr. M. A. Jabbar, Ayaz Dawood and
Wazir Ali Khoja. Yusuf J. Ansari,
Company Secretary/SGM (MS) and
Shahid H. Jafri, CFO also participated
in the meeting. n

BoDs hold
meeting in
Head Office

Syed Naveed Qamar, Federal Minister
for Privatization, (The then Federal
Minister for Petroleum and Natural
Resources) inaugurated the supply
of natural gas to District Tando Adam
Khan's Kot Patar village in Taluka
Burli Shah.

The inauguration was performed by
the Minister on February 6, 2011.

Mr. Qamar said that the provision of
basic facilities to the people was
among the top priorities of the present
government.

He said that by ensuring provision of
natural gas to rural areas besides the
urban ones, the Government of
Pakistan is fulfilling one of the many
promises made with the people.

Dr. Faizullah Abbasi, MD, SSGC,
Mohammad Hashim, Special Project
Director (Coordination and Special
Projects), Mushtaq Siddiqui, GM-D
(Sindh), Rasheed Khanzada, RM
(Hyderabad) and Abdul Wahab
Siddiqui, CM (Administration), area
representatives and citizens were
present in large numbers to witness
the inauguration of gas supply to
the village.

By means of the charts, the MD and
Special Project Director explained to
Mr. Qamar the salient features of
SSGC's gas supply schemes in the

Minister's constituency and in Sindh,
in general.

The Minister also lit the symbolic torch
at the venue to mark the supply of gas
to Tando Adam Khan village. n



The inauguration ceremonies for
supply of gas to Matiari’s Nasarpur
villages namely Amin Muhammad
Kakepoto, Bago Jatoi, Jhando Laghari
and Yousifani Farm were performed
on  February 22, 2011.

Gas pipeline projects in these villages
were implemented at a cost of Rs.14
million and covered a total distance
of 8.9 km. They were followed by
inauguration of gas projects to villages
of Sultanabad (Mir Ghulam
Muhammad Talpur) located in Taluka
Jhand Marri where total distance
covered was 2.1 km at a cost of Rs.
2.1 million. 

On the other hand, the gas supply
project in Karo Patel Taluka in District
Allahyar which was inaugurated on
February 23, 2011 covered 0.650 km
at a cost of Rs. 0.878 million.
 
Abdul Sattar Bachani, ex-MPA
inaugurated the supply of gas to these
villages in the absence of Mohtarma
Shamshad Sattar Bachani, MNA. Ms.
Bachani could not inaugurate the
supply of gas to the villages due to
some pre-occupations.   
 
Syed Hassan Nawab, DMD (North),
Shoaib Warsi, ASGM (North), Mushtaq
Siddiqui, GM (D)-Sindh, Rasheed
Khanzada, Regional Manager,
Hyderabad, Abdul Wahab Siddiqui,
ADGM (AS) and A. Rasheed Noonari,
AM represented SSGC at these
inaugural ceremonies. n

Gas Supply Projects

Matiari and Tando Allahyar villages gasified
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Ground breaking of gas supply project in
Allah Rakhio village performed

Senator Dr. Khalid Mehmood Soomro, Chairman, Senate Standing Committee on Local Government and Rural Development
performed the ground breaking for gasification of village Allah Rakhio Khaskali, Taluqa Sakrand in District Shaheed
Benazirabad (formerly Nawabshah).  The ceremony took place on January 19, 2011.

Shabbir Ahmed Magsi, Regional Manager, Shaheed Benazirabad and S. Bhanddin Jellani, Manager, SBA District
were also present on the occasion.

The Senator and RM (SBA) also addressed the inhabitants of the area and ensured them of uninterrupted gas supplies. n

Courtesy: Shabbir Ahmed Magsi, Regional Manager, Shaheed Benazirabad

CBA said that the Union is playing its due role in mobilizing the workforce
towards controlling UFG on a war-footing. He said that very soon every employee
will become a Company shareholder by owning 12.5% shares.

During the ceremony, the senior management including DMD (North),
DG (Security), CMO, GM (HR), DGM (Distribution Balochistan), SSGOA and
CBA office bearers  were presented with pagris and shawls by the local
executives and Union leaders. The formal awards ceremony then followed.
Among the recipients were Mohammad Siddique who recently completed 40
years in the Company and DGM (Distribution Balochistan) who has been
serving SSGC for more than twenty years.

In what has become a regular LSA feature, Shahbaz Islam, DGM (HR) wrapped
up the proceedings by sharing with the audience an inspiring anecdote on change.
The ever eloquent Adil Paracha, CM (HR) was the Master of the Ceremony. n

Paying tribute to the Company's toughest workforce
Continued from page 03

A full pictorial coverage of all

Long Service Awards (2006-07-08)

programs held in 2011 will appear

in the forthcoming issue of

The Flame.

Coming Soon
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Future auditors get insight into SSGC's processes
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Probationary officers belonging to Audit
and Accounts Training Institute
undertook a study tour of SSGC as
part of their course requirement. The
tour was arranged by I. M. Noorani,
GM (Internal Audit) and his team on
February 8, 2011.

The program kicked off with a tour of
the meter plant in two groups.  Habib
Jamal, DGM (MP) and his team took

Dr. Abbasi apprised the visiting officers
about various gas related issues
including demand-supply gap which
has widened due to several reasons
including no major gas discovery and
depletion of existing fields.  The MD
said that Sinjhoro Gas Field is the
latest discovery that will inject almost
35mmcfd gas into SSGC's system
later this year.

Dr. Abbasi said that SSGC has
effectively managed gas load in its
franchise provinces of Sindh and
Balochistan with only the power sector
bearing the brunt of curtailed supplies.
He, however, said that it has been
SSGC's top priority to provide
uninterrupted gas to all its customers.
The MD hoped that the probationary
officers' visit will provide them
numerous insights into the people and

processes at work in SSGC.  As future
auditors, he hoped that the trainees
will use their knowledge to probe into
governance issues in public sector
organizations, to play their part in
ensuring overall transparency of
operations.

In her remarks, Ms. Fiza Iqbal of Audit
and Accounts Training Institute termed
the visit an extremely educative one.

She said that customers take natural
gas for granted but its true value is
only judged when we come to know
about the  mechanism by which the
gas is distributed.

Ms. Iqbal also presented a memento to
the MD at the end of the program. n

the probationary officers to different
production facilities of the plant and
explained to them different stages of
meter production.

The two groups also visited the
Company's state-of-the-art contact
centre and bill processing centre
where the respective staff briefed them
about some of their salient features
while informing them that these facilities
sets SSGC apart from other public
utilities of Pakistan. The probationary
officers took keen interest in the
processes and asked the personnel
some pertinent questions.

After the visits, the probationary officers
were treated to a hearty lunch. The
last item on the agenda was MD,
SSGC Dr. Faizullah Abbasi's address
to the officers. In his speech,
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The importance of being a positive thinker

Too scared to speak? HR holds workshop on public speaking

The trainer underscored the point that
developing a positive attitude can lead
to better understanding and trust
between team members. Through
manuals and practical exercises, the
participants learnt how to develop and
maintain positive attitude and identify
the negatives in a team and how to
handle them.  Short videos were also
shown to highlight the virtues of positive
thinking and team work.

Mr. Sami also pinpointed three steps
which are highly important in
developing a positive attitude. They are:

a) Always keep your word
b) Do not get involved in back-biting
c) Be a well-wisher for everyone. n

Inspirational speaker Baseer Sami
conducted a day long workshop
organized by the HR Department on
'The Power of Positive Attitude'. The
objective of the workshop was to
facilitate the participants in recognizing
the importance of attitude that
enhances productivity at work.

During the training session, the
participants who belonged to the
Company's Grade 5 and 6 learned
how to develop a culture of
accountability to improve work quality,
develop the ability to motivate and
inspire others, utilize one's inner
strengths and enhance tolerance to
face difficulties at work, improve team
efforts to handle the negativity and

unhappiness and radiate optimism
and gain respect amongst colleagues.

Mr. Sami stressed on the fact that
attitudes drive behavior and by
choosing an attitude one gets in that
mood and sends out a message that
everyone understands, consciously
or unconsciously. It might be positive
or a negative attitude depending on
your reaction, the trainer emphasized.
He defined a positive thinker as one
who has the ability to find the best
solution in the worst scenario.

Most people experience fear when
they have to speak in front of a group
or a large audience. What holds them
back is the fear of appearing foolish
in front of others.

Prior preparation, right attitude and
confidence are keys to win over the
audience and effectively put one's
point across.

This was the main premise of a day
long workshop organized by the HR
Department on February 10, 2011.

The workshop was essentially meant
for Grade 5 and 6 executives.

Introducing the participants to the
objectives of the workshop, Shahbaz
Islam, DGM (HR) explained that public
speaking skills require building a
systematic process and approach in

order to boost self-confidence. Being
an accomplished trainer, Mr. Islam
turned the workshop into an interactive
session by involving the participants
in interesting exercises.

Benish Kassim, DCM (HR) provided
tips to the participants on how to deliver
a message clearly, completely,
concisely and confidently.

She stressed that if one's job involves
speaking in front of a small or large
group of people, then one should
practice speaking for ski l l
enhancement and overcoming fear.

The audience also shared their
experience and ideas for conquering
stage fright. n
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Upward Mobility: M & IM executives promoted
Mohammad Hashim, SPD (Coordination and Special Projects) presented promotion letters to newly elevated CMs and
DCMs of Materials and Inventory Management (M&IM) Department in a ceremony held on February 10, 2011.

Procurement Department's senior officials including Engr. Nehal Ahsan, GM, Haseeb-ur-Rehman, DGM, Saleem Sheikh,
Chief Manager (Projects and Shipping) alongwith Ijazuddin Faruqi, GM (P&D) were also present on the occasion.
Mohsin Zafar and Zafar Bangash were promoted from Grade V to VI while the others were promoted from
Grade IV to V. n

The Flame’s editorial team congratulates these bright young individuals and
wishes them the very best in their future endeavours.

Human Resources
Abdul Samad,
IT Assistant,
Quetta Region
passed his
Master in
Computer
Science (2008-
10 Evening
Program) from

the University of Balochistan, Quetta,
securing 81.75% (Grade A).

Hamal Baryam
Khan Kakar s/o
Aziz Khan
Kakar, Chief
Engineer, S&M,
Head Office,
secured 1st
division
(76.67%) in his

Bachelor of Engineering (Mechanical)
examination from NED University of
Engineering and Technology, Karachi.
Mr. Kakar was also conferred with a
Certificate of Participation as a
member of the Thrill Seekers Team
which participated in the Shell
Eco-marathon Asia on 8-10 July 2010
in Malaysia.

Arooba Aziz
Khan d/o Aziz
Khan Kakar,
Chief Engineer,
S&M, Head
Office, secured
A-1 Grade
(90%) in her
SSSC exam-

ination from Board of Secondary
Education, Karachi.
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SSGC reaffirms support for MALC
SSGC reaffirmed its support for Marie
Adelaide Leprosy Centre (MALC) by
providing Rs.1.2 million to support and
sponsor the latter's Triple Merger
Centre at the Mirpurkhas branch for
the year 2010-11. The Company has
been supporting MALC in providing
treatment to patients suffering from
leprosy, tuberculosis and blindness
since 2006.

In this regard, a simple yet impressive
'reaffirmation ceremony' was held at
the MALC's Karachi Office to extend
the collaboration for a further 4-year
period. Nasreen Hussain, DGM (CCD)
was the chief guest on the occasion.
MALC was led during the ceremony
by the legendary Dr. Ruth Pfau, the
founder member and Shakil Ahmed,
CEO.

In her address, Dr. Ruth Pfau said that
her journey to eliminate leprosy and
other diseases that started in 1960
with several like minded individuals
continue to this day. She said that the
persistent efforts taken by MALC and
its collaborative partners meant that
by 1996, leprosy was controlled in
Pakistan. Dr. Pfau said that MALC has
found in SSGC a partner that shares
with it a vision to eliminate tuberculosis
and blindness.

Speaking on the occasion, Shakil
Ahmed, CEO, MALC expressed his
gratitude to the management of SSGC
for reaffirming support for another four
years. He said that SSGC has
emerged as an ideal partner in
healthcare since 2006 hence earning
MALC's trust and confidence.

In her keynote address, Ms. Nasreen
Hussain appreciated MALC's vision
for the marginalized sections of the
society while its proactive role in
working towards community
development in Pakistan. She said

that it is because of this selfless
devotion towards the underprivileged
and deprived that SSGC has
continued to repose confidence in
MALC.

In her vote of thanks, Ms. Ishrat
Hussain, Manager, Resource
Mobilization, MALC reiterated that
community healthcare is as much a
social, economic and environmental
issue as it is a medical one.  She also
thanked DGM (CCD) and her team
for taking the lead in augmenting
healthcare status of the deprived
people. n
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Junaid Khan
selected in Cricket
World Cup squad

Mohammad Junaid Khan, a budding
left-arm medium fast bowler who
represents SSGC in the domestic
circuit has been selected to represent
Pakistan national squad in the ongoing
ICC World Cup 2011.

Born on December 24, 1989 in Matra,
Khyber Pakhtunkhawa, Junaid made
his first-class debut in January 2007
while playing for Abbottabad against
Multan.

He has since represented SSGC,
Abbottabad, Pakistan Under-19 and
Pakistan 'A' teams and has repeatedly
impressed the selectors and cricket
fans with his impressive pace, stamina
and ability to move the ball around.
Junaid joined SSGC in 2010.

At U-19 level, Junaid Khan was one
of the most promising young fast
bowlers to have emerged in recent
years, alongside Mohammad Amir.
Khan finally made it to national
contention when he was called up for
Pakistan's 2011 World Cup squad as
a late replacement for Sohail Tanvir. n

Free Medical Camp facilitates
school students

SSGC Medical Services Department organized a Free Medical Camp at Karar
Hussain Academy, Gulshan-e-Iqbal on February 22, 2011 for its students who
underwent a thorough medical check-up to check their health and fitness.

Free medicines were also provided to the students. Dr. Shehla Naqvi, CMO visited
the school and met with the students and discussed case histories with
her doctors Dr. Amir, Dr. Arif, Dr. Sheeba and paramedics present at the Camp. n
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BP signs $7.2B energy deal with Reliance Industries

Gazprom warns EU over Middle East oil
Gazprom's

dominance in the
European energy

sector is
threatened by

supplies from the
Middle East and
Central Asia...

BP is making one of the biggest foreign
direct investments in India to date with
a $7.2 billion tie-up with Reliance
Industries to explore for deep-water
oil and gas.  This marks the second
major deal under BP's new chief
executive, Bob Dudley, who last month
agreed a share swap with Russia's
state-controlled Rosneft to jointly
explore for offshore oil and gas in the
Arctic.

BP said that it will pay Reliance
Industries $7.2 billion and performance
payments of up to $1.8 billion if the
tie-up leads to the development
of commercial discoveries. "This
partnership combines the skills of both
companies and will be focused on
finding more hydrocarbons in the deep
water blocks of India. Mukesh Ambani,
Chairman and Managing Director of
Reliance Industries, said in a statement,
“Ambani is Asia's richest man”.

BP is recovering from last year's
disastrous Gulf of Mexico spill which
costed billions of dollars and former
CEO Tony Hayward his job. BP will take
a 30 percent stake in 23 oil and gas
blocks and form a 50:50 joint venture
with Reliance for the sourcing and
marketing of gas, the companies said.

The companies said the future
performance payments and the
combined investment could amount
to $20 billion in total. The market
welcomed the deal, with analysts
highlighting the importance of the tie-
up as a sign of investor confidence in
India and the country's oil potential. n

In the wake of political turmoil
sweeping the Middle East that pushed
oil prices up, Gazprom, Russia's
energy giant warned that the European
community needed to take another
look at its relationship with Middle East
energy suppliers.

Mass protests led to escalation in oil
prices amid concerns that key
shipping lanes in Egypt would be
closed and affect crude supplies.

Crude oil prices pushed into new post-
recession territory by late February as
Libya became the latest country to
experience widespread unrest.

Alexei Miller, chief executive officer
(pictured here) at Gazprom, said that
with oil prices hovering near $106 per
barrel, it is time for Europe to examine
reliability.

"As far as the Middle East and North
Africa is concerned, we need to
reconsider the question of reliability

and stability of hydrocarbons," he was
quoted as saying.

Gazprom's dominance in the
European energy sector is threatened
by supplies from the Middle East and
Central Asia as well as new gas
markets surfacing in the United States.

Gazprom joined the exodus from Libya
by pulling some staff members out of
the country because of safety
concerns. n
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Top 10 natural gas safety rules for kids

1. DO remember that a natural gas
leak smells like rotten eggs

If a really bad smell happens all of a
sudden, get out of the house right
away.

2. DO ask your mom or dad to install
a carbon monoxide detector

It works like a smoke detector to keep
your family safe.

3. DON'T hang on pipes in the
basement or jump on the meter
outside

The pipes might come loose, letting
the gas escape. Remind grown-ups
to keep the outside meter clear in case
of an emergency.

4. DO help the grown-ups in your
house to keep little kids away from
gas appliances

You can help them put safety covers
on the knobs.

5. DO be very careful using a gas
stove

Roll up your sleeves, keep towels and
hot pads away from the flame, and
make sure a grown-up is around to
help.

6. DO remind grown-ups to call
before they dig

If you're helping someone dig a hole,
it's very important to have underground
utility lines marked before you start.

7. DON'T ever try to use a gas
appliance to keep warm

Using a gas appliance the wrong way
can cause deadly carbon monoxide.
If the power goes out, bundle up in
layers of cloth instead.

8. DON'T pile up boxes, paints or
anything else around a gas
appliance

Boxes, paint and other chemicals are
a fire hazard, and appliances need
oxygen to run properly,  just like people
need air to breathe.

9. DO remind your elders in the
house

To get appliances at home inspected
every year. This is the best way to
keep your family safe.

10. DON'T play around or try to
move a gas appliance

The piping or connector that feeds
gas to the appliance might get
damaged or come loose.

Courtesy: Ali Ahmad, Chief Engineer, HSEQA
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Personality Development

Courtesy: Naik Muhammad Shaikh,
DCE (CP)

Although the flu and the common cold
are both respiratory illnesses, they are
caused by different viruses. Because
they have similar symptoms, it can be
difficult to tell them apart but generally
cold symptoms are much milder
than flu.

The flu, on the other hand, often causes
higher fever, chills, body ache, and
fatigue. To protect yourself and prevent
spread of cold and flu viruses:

n Wash your hands frequently with
soap and water. Use an alcohol-
based gel if you don't have access
to water.

n Cough and sneeze into a tissue or
into your hands. Wash your hands
afterward with soap and water.

n No tissue? When you cough, turn
your head away from others.

n If you have a sudden sneeze, bend
your arm and sneeze into it.

n Don't touch your eyes, nose, or
mouth.

n Wash any shared surfaces (like
phones and keyboards) frequently.
Viruses can live on surfaces for
several hours.

n Stay away from crowds during cold
and flu season.

How to determine a cold vs flu

Source: webMD

 n “Changing the face” can change
nothing but “Facing the Change”
can change everything.

n No one can go back and change
a bad beginning; but anyone can
start now and create a successful
ending.

n If a problem can be solved, no need
to worry about it. If a problem cannot
be solved, what is the use of
worrying ?

n If you miss an opportunity, don't fill
your eyes with tears. It will hide
another better opportunity in front
of you.

n Don't complain about others;
change yourself if you want peace.

n Don't compare yourself with every
one in this world. If you compare,
you are insulting yourself.

n No one will manufacture a lock
without a key. Similarly God won't
give problems without solutions.

n Life laughs at you when you are
unhappy … Life smiles at you when
you are happy… Life salutes you
when you make others happy…

n Every successful person has a
painful story. Every painful story
has a successful ending. Accept
the pain and get ready for success.

n Be bold when you loose and be
calm when you win.

n Heated gold becomes ornament.
Beaten copper becomes wires.
Depleted stone becomes statue.
So the more pain you get in life you
become more valuable.



Divine Communication

Allah talks to you!
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As you got up this morning, I watched you and hoped you would talk to me in Fajr, even if it was just a
few words, asking my opinion of thanking me for something good that happened in your life yesterday.
But I noticed that you were busy trying to find the right outfit to wear to work.

I waited again. When you were busy getting ready I knew there would be a minute for you to stop and
say Alhamdullilah! but then you were way too busy.  At one point you waited fifteen minutes and did
nothing but sit on the chair. Then I saw you spring to your feet. I thought you wanted to talk to me but you
ran to the phone and called a friend to get the latest gossip. I watched as you went to work and I waited
patiently all day long. With all your activities, I guess you were too busy to say anything to me. I noticed
that before lunch you looked around but may be you felt embarrassed to talk to me which is why you
didn't bow your head for Zuhr prayer. You glanced three or four tables over and noticed some of your
friends talking to me (saying their prayers) after they ate, but you didn't.

That's okay. There is still more time left, and I have hope that you will talk to me in Asr. Yet you went home
and it seems as if you had lots of things to do. After a few of them were done, you turned on the TV and
enjoyed your favourite show.  I waited patiently again as you watched the TV and ate your meal but again
you didn't talk to me, and then comes Isha time.

Bedtime…I guess you felt too tired. After you said goodnight to your family you plopped into your bed
and fell asleep in no time. That's okay because you may not realize that I am always there for you. I've
got patience more than you will ever know.  I even want to teach you how to be patient with others as well.
I love you so much that I wait everyday for a nod, prayer, thought or even a word of thanks from you. It is
hard to have a one-sided conversation.

Well its another morning and it's time for you to rise and shine.  I will wait with nothing but love for you
hoping that today you will give me sometime. It is in your interest to ask from me. Others have no powers
to give you anything. They always ask for themselves, their relatives, their friends, neighbors, subordinates
and business partners. Have a nice day! I will give you without asking, as I know what is in your heart.

Your creator…
(who loves you more than your mother)
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Strategizing for UFG control

Syed Hassan Nawab, DMD (North) holding a meeting in Regional Office, Quetta with Haroon Rashid, DGM
(Distribution Balochistan) and other officials to discuss strategies to identify those locations where UFG is most
rampant. The Region's officials also briefed the DMD on combing exercises, pressure profiling and other tests
they have conducted as part of UFG-control measures. The meeting was convened on February 18, 2011.

CRD’s anti-UFG drive

As part of the drive to stem out UFG, Customers Relations Department recently disconnected gas theft snaps
in three localities including Korangi, Water Board Colony and Rehri Goth.  At Rehri Goth, one hundred and seventy
houses were found to be using direct gas by connecting rubber plastic pipe.
                                                                        Courtesy: Abdul Razzak, Chief Manager (CRD)
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Work in progress
Naik Muhammad Shaikh, DCE (CP) checking and
monitoring the repairing cables with his team for
ground bedwork of Cathodic Protection Station at
Zeal Pak Cement Factory, Hyderabad.

    Courtesy: Naik Mohammad Shaikh, DCE (CP)

SSGOA meets finance heads

Pictures taken on the occasion of the distribution of Workers Participate Profit Fund (WPPF) to outsourced workers
of CRD on February 2011. CBA office-bearers led by Riaz Akhtar, Chairman and Abdul Majid Malik, GM (CRD)
were present on the occasion.

                                                                     Courtesy: Shabbir Ahmad, Dy. Manager (CRD)

SSGOA office-bearers led by Shahab Siddiqui,
General Secretary and Irfan Jafri, Acting President
discussing the Association's latest initiative for the
executives' welfare with Shahid H. Jafri, CFO and
Arsalan Iqbal, GM (Finance) in February 2011.

Motivation through participation
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Bidding farewell to a veteran

The Shares Department led by Kamran Syed, DCM
(Shares) bidding farewell to Ms. Ishrat Rizwan,
Sr. Superintendent who retired from service in
February 2011.

Celebration time

Dr. Faizullah Abbasi, MD, SSGC celebrates his first year in office on January 27 by cutting a cake with his
Secretariat staff including Col. Raashid Ahmad, Special Assistant to MD, Rehan Habib, Magdalene D'Souza,
Pouruchisti Rabadi, Ali Afsar and some guests.
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